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About This Game

This time, your destination is a magic factory where the wounded hearts of the world go to be healed.
As the girls' leader, it's your job to bring a smile back to the world!

Enjoy the song and performance in this VR music video set in a virtual world.
Note: This content is not a game.

About Hop Step Sing!
"I want to sing forever! I'll become an idol!"

Niina Nijikawa, whose practice at Karaoke paid off and she actually became a real idol.
Mikasa Minowa, whose need for adulation means she's continually uploading videos and hosting live streams.

Shikiri Shishiba, who decides the pair needs someone to look after them.

This is the group's fourth single, following their debut, "Kisekiteki Shining!" ("Miraculous Shining!") and their second and third
songs; "kiss×kiss×kiss" and "Kimamani☆Summer vacation".

"Nozokanaide (Don't Peep) Naked Heart"
Vocals: Niina Nijikawa, Mikasa Minowa, Shikiri Shiishiba

Character Design: tanu
Lyrics: Aira Yuhki

Composer: Yuki Honda (Arte Refact)
Arranger: Masatomi Waki (Arte Refact)

Music Production: Lantis
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Video Production: Kodansha VR Lab

Cast:
Niina Nijikawa: Maria Sashide

Shikiri Shiishiba: Mariko Toribe
Mikasa Minowa: Natsumi Hioka
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I was excited to see what endless loop would do for their next game. This is actually amazingly simple but intelligent at the same
time.

It has a very clean approach that I don't feel is repitious because of how short battles are. If you had larger armies it would just
get boring.

My only complaint would be that the achievements are far too easy. Start new game+? Why not finish?. A very moving and
emotional experience. I am a game designer as a hobby, and, watching this - truly made me feel inspired, hell I even cried
during parts of it. Games personally, are my life, and have been my life for many many years since I was a little kid. Thank you
for putting this up, this was truly, one of the best purchases I have ever made on steam.. I really liked this game, I think I will
spend tens of hours there, what can I say about it? Great game for fans of military subjects as well as for fans of the civilization
line and strategies, this game is clearly 2 times I liked more tsevilization, it is better in all respects, excellent graphics, good
control menu, excellent gameplay, I played only a couple of games, but this game is very addictive, I take into account that the
game is in early access, I can say with confidence it will be even better, I would like to express my great admiration for these
developers, I advise fans of this genre to take a look at this game, because the price is quite small for such a delight hydrochloric
game. flash game. barely yes.. Amazing. Some of my favorite games (Oxyd, Cyberbox, The Incredible Machine and Lemmings)
have one thing in common: They all are rule based manipulation puzzles. SiNKR is right up there with all of them. Using a
deceptively simple mechanic, SiNKR provides 60 increasingly challenging puzzles to entertain you with. With each puzzle you
learn something new that will then be built upon in the remaining puzzles. In addition to the challenging puzzles, they are
presented in a minimalist environment with a pleasing soundtrack that dovetails well with the sounds created by the mechanic
itself. There is also no hidden information, which is a technique that I prefer. On some puzzles, you can figure out the solution
before making your first move. On later puzzles, you can try to do this...but I found I always overlooked one or two things and
had to fail a few times before having the critical "A-Ha" moment to help me solve a particular puzzle. All in all, just a great
game. I look forward to seeing what this developer comes up with next. (I want to add that I played the entire game in the final
beta form just prior to launch. I spent about 2.5 hours playing it on Tuesday and Wednesday.)
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Within 20 minutes, I was laughing so hard I was having coughing fits. Early access, but everything works well, no bugs
encountered yet. So to speak, I mean the ball will go wild every now and then but its expected when you launch it into the
stratosphere. Great with friends, highly recommend.. Brutally Difficult but fun, a great Bullet-Hell game. 10/10 Iron crosses
Hardest game ever made and one of the best.
Good and unpredictable AI
Excellent programming, fast.
Brings out eye tearing laughter from time to time.
. TLDR : Super promising game that is a mix of hack n slash and strategic war game. Very early build, don't buy if expecting a
finished game. And use a controller

Hyper Knights is a 2-d wargame with in the same vein as Mount&Blade series

You are leading a band of minions to fight the Red Nation, and take back your lands.

The strategic world map is divided into regions, which all have a Castle and control nodes (forts and villages) that must be
captured before you can besiege the castle for control of the region

You can visit (it only brings up a menu) these places to upgrade them, draft or station troops there.

You can also hire knights from the castle (each castle only has a few knights) and then direct them to which region they should
focus on (guarding your own or raid an enemies)

All of this occurs in real time but only if you are moving or click the 'fast time' button.

Combat occurs from two armies meeting on the map which then transitions to the battle map.

On the battle map you control your character and engage in hack n slash style combat. Enemy soldiers all have preset chain for
killing them (basic soldiers are 3 X, shield YXY, archer YYY) and engage in duels with Enemy heroes.

Dueling enemy heroes involves 3 parts, attack cone which is the big red area is where there attacks will land, defence cone is the
small blue area is where any strikes made will not damage them, and the button chain which can vary in length from 2 to 4 and
randomizes each time you complete it. It's very very cool how tactical it is and reminiscent of For Honor.

Combat has your X and Y attacks (same attack type and animation) your dash stamina for evading and closing, and your combo
meter which when filled allows you to heal, buff, or do special attacks.

Winning a battle means killing all of your enemies. Standard open field battles have the two armies meeting, castle sieges have
you tearing down gates to attack, defending caravan raids means you and your army are encircled, while attacking caravans
means you are encircling. There is a good variety but it is the same maps (again v 0.04 so I imagine it will change)

The unique thing about battles is the overworld is still running, meaning that reinforcements for either side can come, and as you
will find often do. It helps keep you aggressive and defeat the enemy before their forces arrive.

So the game is pretty fun at the start, many enemies and big battles but you learn you aren't in any danger, AI cannot capture
regions (yours or the enemies) instead you have to capture them. Enemies only raid wagons, while your knights will attack and
destroy control nodes. You can just sit and hold the 'pass time' button to get alot of money

I like the promise of this game and for it's price I easily got my money's worth. It needs work and with it could become an
amazing game.. fun way to kill some time. The game isnt great, i have crashed so many times, there are an endless amount of
bugs, and the game runs at an acceptable frame rate. An nvidia 960 gtx , intel i5 4460 3.2 GHz and 12gb of ram should be able
to run this game at more than 30 fps on medium graphics. There isnt really enough variety either.
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